Pacific Heartbeat: Anote’s Ark
TV: Monday, April 20
Streaming: Begins April 20
The remote Pacific Island nation of Kiribati is one of the first countries in the world that must confront the effects of climate change. The imminent annihilation from sea-level rise is at their shores, and Kiribati’s President Anote Tong must find a way to save his people.

P.O.V.: Inventing Tomorrow
TV: Friday, April 24 at 8:00pm
Passionate teenage innovators from around the globe create cutting-edge solutions to confront the world’s environmental threats. These inspiring teens prepare their projects for the largest convening of high school scientists in the world.

Local, USA: The Seven Generation River
TV: Monday, April 20
In a time when America’s natural resources are caught in the crossfire of deep divisions between Americans, the Pokagon Band of the Potawatomi Indians from the southwest corner of the Great Lakes might hold the key to healing our divisions, healing nature and healing ourselves.

The Reluctant Radical
TV: Monday, April 20
An intimate portrait of climate activist Ken Ward. Ken breaks the law as a last resort and with great trepidation, to fulfill what he sees as his personal obligation to future generations.

America ReFramed: Come Hell or High Water—The Battle for Turkey Creek
TV: Tuesday, April 21
Streaming: Begins April 21
When the graves of Derrick Evans’s ancestors are bulldozed for the sprawling city of Gulfport, the Boston teacher returns home to stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians alongside his neighbors over the course of a decade.

Doc World: Elephant Path—Njaia Njoku
TV: Sunday, April 26
Streaming: Begins April 26
The survival of the last wild herd of forest elephants in the Central African Republic is threatened by civil war and a poaching crisis driven by the global demand for ivory.

Two new episodes of live storytelling and poignant personal journeys in April!

Stories from the Stage: On the Spot
TV: April 20 Streaming: Begins April 20

Stories from the Stage: Tough Choices
TV: April 27 Streaming: Begins April 27

Available Now

The True Story of Madam C.J. Walker: Two Dollars and a Dream
By Stanley Nelson
TWO DOLLARS AND A DREAM is the biography of Madame C.J. Walker, America’s first self-made millionairess. Mrs. Walker’s fortune was built on skin and hair care products, parlaying a homemade beauty formula into a prosperous business from coast to coast. By interweaving social, economic and political history, the film also offers a view of black America from 1867 to the 1930s.